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Editorial Note
From the Editor,

Ali Kamran
Editor-in-Chief

As you know that we just started New Year and I would like to share my thoughts that during this past 
year we stood strong with our core values and achieved our goals as a family. This year will bring new 
challenges, targets and aspirations for all of us. It is important for us that we efficiently manage our 
resources, time and energy to realize our goals, translate our aspirations into meaningful results and 
move forward for a sustainable growth by dedication and teamwork.

It is utmost important for us that during our day-to-day activities, we shall do things in simply right 
away keeping in mind that why certain task needs to be done; and how compliance is important in its 
course.

We must join hands to foster an organizational culture of compliance and transparency to achieve our 
common goal for a sustainable growth that can only be achieved by integrity and honesty and 
following our Code of Conduct.

Best wishes to you and your family for a prosperous year ahead.

““
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PEL Cares  
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Some of the significant activities carried out are as given below:

PEL has always been striving to bring positive change in the community 
by contributing in different sectors. In 2019, major donations were made 
in Education (1.7 Million), Health (1.08 Million), Sponsorships (1 Million), 
Community Development (0.4 Million) and others. 

Every good act is charity. A man's true
wealth hereafter is the good that he does
in this world to his fellows

“

Charity Donation to SOS Children 
Village, Muzaffarabad

01

Charity Donation to General Hospital, 
Lahore

02

Charity to Shahdara Hospital,
Lahore

03

Installation of AC's at Qutub 
Foundation

04
Donation to Children's Hospital

08

Membership with World Wide Fund 
For Nature 2019-20

05

NUST Endowment Fund-Need Based 
Scholarship Program

06

Donation for Earth Victims – Mirpur 
Khas 

07

Mayo Hospital AC Installation

09

Education Fee Support 

10



Workers Confirmation
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Integrated
Momentum

Industrial Relations and
Administration

We applaud the fortitude and effort you have 
demonstrated during last many years. We look 
forward to witnessing all of the great things you will 
accomplish in the upcoming years!

In annual appraisal 2018-19, 265 Workers were given Permanent status considering 
their performance and recommendation of their respective Functional Heads. 
Separate functions in both Factory Unit-I & Unit-II were organized to handover their 
employment Letters in the presence of their HOD’s, Head HR and GM IR&A. 
Speaking to the fortunate employees, the GM IR&A said: 



Dowry Article

The aim of dowry article is to provide financial assistance to 
vibrant employees on the happy occasion of their daughter’s 
marriage. In this regard, PEL granted the precious household 
appliances (Refrigerators and Microwave Ovens) to its 92 
employees from January 2019 till December 2019.

03
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azan
Competition of Naat, Qiraat & Azan

Industrial Relations & Administration Department organized a Qiraat, 
Naat and Azan Competition among employees at PEL Factory Unit-I on 
20th Nov 2019. 60 employees actively participated in all three categories 
and the participants fascinated the audience with their melodious voices. 
The event was an initiative towards employee engagement and to 
demonstrate their hidden talent. Winners of the competition were 
awarded with shields and Cash Prizes. Mr. Azam Aziz (GM – AD) was the 
Chief Guest of this event. He appreciated the involvement of the employ-
ees and encouraged all contestants and employees to show their team 
spirit with positive attitude.

naat



Kashmir Solidarity Day

Hundreds of PEL employees participated in Kashmir Solidarity Rally, organized under the 
auspices of Management of PEL. The employees were carrying national flags of both 

Pakistan and Azad Jammu Kashmir (AJK). They were also holding banners and placards to 
highlight atrocities being faced by Kashmiris. “City-42” live broadcasted the event of PEL. 
GM IR&A said that Kashmir would soon get freedom. He also said that mounting human 
rights violations, genocide, custodial killings of the innocent Kashmiri people, and state 

terrorism in Occupied Jammu Kashmir were enough to shake the conscience of the World.

05
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Keeping in view the importance of health of PEL Employees, IR&A department 
arranged a Medical Camp with help of “Punjab TB Control Program (PTBP)” where 
the Tuberculosis (TB) Screening, Hepatitis B & Hepatitis C tests of 550 employees 
engaged in hard jobs especially Welding, Foaming, and Electroplating were 
conducted. The medical camps were organized dated 03-12-2019 till 05-12-2019 in 
both Factory Unit-I & Unit-II and X-ray results of all workers were evaluated to 
determine their current health level.

Screening of Employees for TB

Ms. Rukhsana Naveed, Parliamentary Secretary for Ministry of Climate Change, visited 
the PEL premises and appreciated the measures being taken by PEL management for the 
betterment of environment and working conditions.

Visit of Parliamentary Secretary
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PEL was recognized as one of the “BEST Compliant Employer” by the 
Employees Old-Age Benefit Institution. In this regard, a ceremony was 
held at Pakistan National Council of Arts (PNCA), Islamabad on 06th 
November 2019. Chief Guest of the ceremony was Mr. Syed Zulfiqar 
Abbas Bukhari, Special Assistant to Prime Minister of Pakistan for 
overseas Pakistanis & Human Resources Development. 

EOBI ( Best Compliant Employer)

A motor workshop was arranged in 
Factory Unit-I with help of Suzuki 
Motors. Facility of Free Vehicle check-up 
and free oil change was provided to 
employees.

Suzuki Motors Campaign
(Free Oil Change & Check Up)
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PEL HR is committed to the cause of establishing a strong image of 
PEL as a brand and projecting it as an Employer of Choice in the 
industry. In continuation to our journey of employer branding, 
another milestone was accomplished as a part of our social media 
activity. Over the last 10 months, we have doubled our follower base 
on LinkedIn and achieved the milestone of being a part of 100,000 
followers club from all over the world. Now we are standing toe to 
toe with names like Engro, Pakistan State Oil, Attock Petroleum, 
Jazz etc. Furthermore, we are leading in the LinkedIn follower base 
as compared to our local competitors and have an audience engage-
ment rate of 12.5% per month.

In recognition of this achievement, a small ceremony was arranged 
to acknowledge the efforts of HR team in achieving this milestone. 
Senior management from PEL was invited to this event. Event 
comprised of series of activities including cake cutting, brief 
overview of LinkedIn Page and distribution of certificates & 
customized giveaways among the team.

Celebrating 100K Followers
at LinkedIn

Human Resources
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Internship at PEL is an opportunity to commence your career; 
offering a profound and unique hands-on experience in every 
dimension of business and production, letting you apply your 
knowledge, experiencing corporate processes and transforming 
capabilities. Thus PEL encourages young dynamic individuals 
who love to learn, take on new challenges and have the potential 
to lead. We let grow individuals and polish their skills by giving 
them an insight into the engineering industry as well as its 
business.

Keeping up with our traditions, PEL introduced and successfully 
completed its Summer Internship Program - 2019. This year, 
Interns from different disciplines & educational backgrounds 
were shortlisted through initial Test Drive Sessions and conceded 
through the proper induction process by giving orientations to 
each batch. Selected Interns had been inducted for 04 weeks of 
Project Based Internships. Those projects were assigned by their 
SIP Supervisors which they had to complete under the given time 
period. Apart from the internship, 10 Bloom sessions were 
arranged where different topics were covered such as discovering 
oneself, resume writing, interviewing skills and communication. 
All interns participated enthusiastically and showed immense 
interest in session.

Summer Internship and
Bloom 2019
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Information Technology

We have lucratively headed towards contemporary cyber security 
controls across enterprise IT assets which have tremendously 
improved its security posture to the level where it will effectively 
defend, respond and neutralize any imminent and/or sleeping 
threat - to harm PEL’s critical IT resources. For this, we have 
applied numerous sets of standardized security hardening 
controls on our servers, network infrastructure and our client 
machines. 5th Generation Firewall and SOPHOS is fully intact on 
our network edges.

I.T Assets Security

Disaster recovery involves taking steps to protect the critical business application 
and its environment to ensure that they can still operate in the wake of major 
problems e.g.

We have lunched our DR site for ERP application over the cloud by which our critical business 
applications will be assured round the clock. 

Disaster Recovery Site

An external disaster, such as a fire at a 
company's data center, resulting in a 
loss of service that severely hampers 

the organization's ability to do 
business.

01
A hardware or system failure or 

malfunction, such as a media failure, 
or operating system problem that 

corrupts the actual data in the 
database

02
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PEL has successfully inducted Skype for Business this year to have quick high 
profile meetings sitting anywhere in the world. Now we are no more disconnected 
and we don’t have to wait for all stakeholders to come and sit together for a certain 
decision. We all stay in touch around the clock and around the globe.

Video Conferencing

PEL has successfully gone live following modules:

Business Applications Developed at PEL

Oracle’s Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) module that helps to control 
Breakdown as well as Preventive Maintenance in a standard way.

Time Management System (TMS) that have gone live to monitor overtimes of junior staff 
and workers. It also includes Payroll stuff of temporary workers employed here. PEL IT has 
also helped our outsourced Transporters to get rid of the hiccups they were facing while billing 
PEL manually. Now the transporters' billing process has totally gone online. 



SALE
 MEL

A
Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting 
activity designed to add value and improve an organization’s operations. It 
helps an organization accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, 
disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk 
management, control, and governance processes.

The new emerging role of Internal Audit is to assess the risks posed 
by external as well as by the internal environment. In addition to 
this, it also provides consultancy on how to exploit the opportunities  

The involvement of internal audit as a monitoring unit will help to ensure that the process of risk identifica-
tion and management in a business is a continual process rather than a one-off exercise.

offered by the external environment. With their skills in 
business systems, internal auditors are ideally placed to 
monitor the process of risk management and add value to it.

What is Internal Audit

““

12

– Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA)

They can:

Give advice on the best design of 
systems and monitor their 

operations.

01
Be involved in a process that 

continually improves internal 
control systems.

02
Provide assurance on systems set 

up in each department.

03

Internal Audit –
A Strategic Business Partner 
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To enable our staff achieve this objective, we 
are developing following key skills in them:

Due to the growing volume, size and increasing complexity 
of the businesses, the need for Internal Audit has become 
more vital. The corporate world is now recognizing this 
need and strengthening their Internal Audit Department 
considering it to be a strategic business partner. They also 
aim to maintain a sound control environment in their 
organizations through the help of internal audit.

To truly create value and aid PEL in achieving its business 
objectives, internal audit needs to focus on siding with its 
strategy to the business. For this we need to move ahead of 
conventional assurance model to the dynamism in the 
business environments and progress to a transformational 
role as a “Strategic Partner”. Hence there is a call for 
systematic makeover of the audit functions within PEL to 
drive this very advantage for business decision making.

Strategic Business Partnership is an alliance between two or more entities. In this 
alliance, one entity helps the other to expand and grow their business. In current 
scenario, due to developing role of consultancy services being given by Internal 
Audit for the development and growth of the organizations, it is argued that 
Internal Audit is no more just a cost center but a strategic business 
partner. It helps organization in analyzing the Macro-Economic environment 
and by doing so, identifying threats and opportunities offered by it. 

Internal Audit –
A Strategic Business Partner

Future Plans of
Internal Audit at PEL 

““

Strong leadership 
knowledge and capabilities.

01
A good knowledge of the 
organization and Audit Universe

02
Thorough grasp of IIA 
standards.

03
Effective communication 
skills

04

Risk management expertise.

05
Mastery over Internal Audit 
Procedures.

06
Ability to evaluate and 
help prevent fraud and 
develop Forensic Skills.

07
Knowledge of the latest 
information technology 
and infrastructure.

08

A proactive approach to 
internal auditing rather 
than a reactive approach.

09
Effective use of Data Analytics 
and Computer Aided Auditing 
Techniques (CAATs) .

10

by Mr. Naveed Ahmed Zafar
(Manager Internal Audit)

We believe that developing these 
skills in our team would help 
Internal Audit become a Business 
Partner for PEL.  
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Marketing –
Appliances Division

Addressing child’s concerns and promoting their education and 
well-being is one of the major challenges in current century. If 
someone is standing up for this, then others instead of staying behind 
should also support this step. That’s why; PEL sponsored the Rehel’s 
Annual Charity Funfair where different activities were arranged for 
the enormous crowd. It included lucky draws, musical program, 
games, magic shows, jumping castle, face painting, fun rides, food and 
stationery stalls. 

Rehel’s Annual Charity Funfair

Mach
ine
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Lahore Grammar School
MUN 55 Conference

It is significant that children must be aware of the
forthcoming global challenges. They have to understand what 
is coming ahead and how they can equip themselves for it. 
Considering this, PEL sponsored LGS Model UN Conference 
where various issues were discussed such as Media Censorship, 
Rights of Gender & Sexuality, Female Power in Political Sector, 
and Human Rights Violation in Different Areas of World. 
This event was also a tribute to “Asma Jahangir” a great 
human rights lawyer and social activist. Debate competition 
was also arranged in which students from different institutes 
participated enthusiastically. 



SALE
 MEL

A16

PEL participated in Sale Mela at Abid Market from 8th – 10th 
November 2019 which was hosted by market’s potential dealers and 
PEL. With the help of promotional gifts, a significant number of 
entries were received and maximum attention was gained. 

Sale Mela at Abid Market Lahore



CUSTOMER17Using promotional material is the cost effective method to drive 
customers. It helps to remember company’s name and its message 
and builds a strong foundation towards customers’ loyalty. 
Keeping this in view, range of promotional material such as 
balloons, stickers, hangings, sign boards, and standees were used 
to attract customers. This step will help increase sales and 
strengthen positive image of PEL. 

Building up Customer Loyalty
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We are proud to share that we have successfully added a new 
product in our portfolio. Range of Semi auto & Automatic 
washing machines have been introduced comprising of 6 variants 
in Semi automatic Single Tub & 4 Variants in Fully Automatic 
WM. 

Our product is designed to meet the international standards & 
bring ease in life of our valued customers.

Significant features of PEL Washing machine are as follows:
01   Artificial Intelligence
02   Brain Technology
03   Touch & Go
04   Gear Train Technology 
05   Big Pulsator

Washing Machine

Research &
Development AD 

Mach
ine
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Coping up with the Global Warming & Ozone Depletion PEL 
have taken initiative to introduce Environment friendly 
Refrigerant in Deep Freezer and improving the cooling 
performance as well.

Deep Freezer

This year we have added a new variant in our commercial range of VISI 
Coolers. We are pleased to announce that we has enhanced our business 
with Pepsi Co & have introduced counter top coolers for their new product 
Tropicana Juices. 

VISI Cooler

A comprehensive training session for 2 days was carried 
out in PEL Unit in which CSD Technicians from all 
over Pakistan were invited. Mr. Owais Ahmed from 
Rnd gave hands on training on Washing Machine 

Floor which was really appreciated by the participants. 
Interactive session on Jumbo freezer with Rnd & QC 
was carried out in which they were briefed about the 
design and configuration of new model.

CSD Training
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“Good is not good, if better is possible”

Instrument
Transformer Section

Installation of
New Machines

PEL lives up to this philosophy and aims to 
outstand in its brilliance. For that matter, 
Management decided to implement process 
improvement program in Instrument 
Transformer section, program started by 
calculating the time of each activity. During 
this process non-productive activities were 
identified and minimized subsequently. A lot of 
emphasis is being given on quality of products 
by PEL. 

Not only this, Instrument Transformer section has been 
added in the scope of ISO 9001, 14001 and 18001. We have 
came a long way on a journey of delivering quality 
products and still enthusiastic about journey ahead.

The only thing constant in ever evolving quality 
products is reliability of results, to be even more 
confident and precise two new state of the art test 
benches were added in testing field of Instrument 
transformers. 

evolving technology and never settling for anything but best, 
PEL bought THE finest core cutting machines and installed on its 
assembly line. Continuing being the pioneer of engineering, 
Distribution Transformer team is now planning to make the 
transformer with Step Lap which will optimize the design of 
transformer while Up Holding quality standards. 

When never ending journey of continuous improvement 
meets with dedicated team marvelous products comes to life. 
Similarly, Production in PEL is concoction of Efficiency with 
timely delivery of quality products. Continuous improvement 
being the philosophy of PEL led to significant improvement in 
product and their processes.  Keeping up with the pace of
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Design Legacy

Deep down the Drawings’ Vault of Transformer Engineering 
Department Unit2, there is a pretty much preserved pile of 
butter paper drawings belonging to perhaps the very first 
transformers produced by PEL back in 50s and 60s. Yes, that 
old, as the drawings belong to the very first design of AEG 
Germany. March the 3rd, 1956 is the inception date of PEL on 
which it listed in stock exchange to manufacture Power 
Transformers in Pakistan as its first ever product. There is no 
other way to look back to those years now except for looking 
at the oldest building structures or roof tops in Unit 1, but 
since they don’t date themselves; here we have some 
documents that speak of their dates of birth.

Keeping designs preserved is the duty of a design department. 
Collaborated designs are sometimes worth millions of rupees 
so are kept with that much care. But it is hard to believe that 
some design drawings have been saved for over six decades. It 
is not only amazing from PEL’s point of view but also from 
the point of view of other legacy organizations. This also 
highlights the trust we develop in serving our customers for a 
product like power transformers which may last for many 
decades and still could be repaired with their original design 
drawings if consulted.

These drawings suffered from several floods, at least two in 
the known time period of senior most employees.

I too witnessed the monsoon of year 2008 when heavy rains 
filled the PEL floor up to the level of road outside. The Vault 
was saved by the staff from flooding water within time but 
those heroic acts usually go unnoticed by outside world as it is 
the part of duty which our responsible staff performs 
carefully. 

The names of those unsung heroes on these drawings who 
contributed their time and effort in making those designs 
cannot be overlooked. It took weeks and even months to 
complete such drawings in those days as everything had to be 
crafted manually without the help of modern and sophisticat-
ed IT equipments and tools. These drawings were made using 
ammonia kept in refrigerator, on butter papers, using special 
tables, stencils and drawing art accessories. Creating engineer-
ing drawings was so much of art back then that no one has 
ever thought to discard these drawings over the years even 
after introduction of computerized and 3D modeling which 
has reduced the engineering time from weeks to hours.

There is at least one complete design which can be remodeled 
to be kept as legacy model in some sort of museum pertaining 
to the fact that this was the first transformer which was “Made 
in Pakistan”.

This article was written by

Arslan Ahmad
AM Product Development'
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Digital Disturbance &
Fault Reading System

This year PEL after venture with SEL (USA) launched DDFR system 
for the first time in Pakistan. DDFR system is installed at Zephar 
Wind Farm located in Jhampir Sindh. The installation of such system 
is unique achievement for PEL in its own capacity. 

Certification of Internal
ARC Classification Test

“Another Milestone Achieved! PEL became the first-ever local 
manufacturer to attain the Certification of Internal Arc Classification 
Test (IAC) on KIOSK Substation made with Lucy Electric SF6 Circuit 
Breaker. The Test was performed in Xi’an High Voltage Apparatus 
Research Institute Co., Ltd (XIHARI), China. This successful venture is 
the result of complete trust by the management and continuous 
efforts of Switchgear’s team.”

Main idea of this project was to rehabilitate 
NTDC-South Network consist of 13 number 500/220 
KV Substations. PEL supplied SEL (USA) make 
Microprocessor Based Protection Relays in replacement 
of old Electrometrical Relays through Contractor. This 
project had worth of 73.8 Million PKR.

Re-Habilitation of
NTDC South Network





PEL Family 
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A Hike to Mount Kilimanjaro
by Murad Saigol 
Being CEO and taking break from work doesn’t go along. That’s what we 
hear and believe. But in order to bring a change, one must set an 
example by becoming an example. That’s why I decided to defeat this 
myth and went to climb Africa’s tallest mountain “Kilimanjaro” which 
is also world’s tallest free standing mountain and is on 4th number.

Climbing it introduced me with number of experiences ranging 
from work-life balance, creativity, resilience, delegation and 
most importantly self leadership.  Leaders always look to develop 
themselves to lead teams effectively and create big influence. 
However all this cannot be done while sitting at the desk only. 
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Food Blogging with
Ahsan Waseem

Do you people really think that engineers are always dry-hearted? I do 
not think so. I feel they are living souls. Some are very jolly, adventur-
ous, and some are full of life as well. I am an engineer by education and 
profession but my real craze is all about food. My love for food gradually 
turned into the passion of food photography and blogging. So now I am 
foodie and a food blogger as well.

Before starting my own blog I spent a lot of my time soaking up what 
other bloggers do on their food blogs. Then I started my own food blog 
and now I have more than 1000 followers on Instagram. Now a days, I am 
fully focused to improve my photography, travelling, and above all my 
diet with healthy food.

EPC Retreat at Green
Fields Country Club 
Celebrating small achievements make workplace a great-place. It also 
helps in maintaining a positive environment and creates work-life 
balance. Keeping in view, a retreat for EPC department was arranged 
at Green Field Country Club Lahore. All employees were invited to 
spend one day in a different environment and create beautiful 
memories. Everyone found the retreat enjoying and worthwhile and 
charged themselves for upcoming opportunities.
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Faryal Ahmed 

Branch Manager Sales Wah Cantt

Sr. Engineer Press Shop

Manager Production

Farewell of
Mr. Dilawar Khan 

Mr. Dilawar joined PEL in 1994 as a sales officer and got promoted to 
Branch Manager in 2014. He is the first BM in Rawalpindi Zone who 
has earned the retirement. Words cannot do justice to explain his 
character. He was very professional and was a dedicated resource. A 
Farewell was conducted in Rawalpindi Branch in order to wish him 
luck for his future. 

Mr. Aamir Anwar, ZSM Rawalpindi Zone, along with his team 
expressed their compliments for him. He said, “Mr. Dilawar is a very 
dedicated person. I have always found him to be positive and energetic. 
He has a beautiful soul and a brilliant mind. I wish him a prosperous 
and happy retired life.

Farewell of
Mr. Muhammad Afzal 

Mr. Afzal joined PEL in 1992 as an Assistant Foreman in Press Shop department. 
He served PEL passionately for 26 years where his retirement was extended 2 
times in honor of his services.  During his tenure he developed his reputation as 
a hard working, dedicated, caring and empathetic person. We wish him best of 
luck for his life ahead and thank him for his services offered to PEL.

He has been one of the most committed & dedicated employees. 
Throughout his tenure in PEL he has always set a path for his 
juniors to flourish in their career. I wish him good luck for his 
future; his absence will definitely be felt at all levels.

Nadeem Ahmed
Engineer I/C Ref Press Shop

He is one of the finest people you can work with. He has always 
taught us something new every day, either that be of religious 
aspect or professional aspect. He was always ready to help others out 
of the way and usually came up with out-of-the box ideas in every 
situation. We’re all going to really miss doing work with him.

“



It was pleasant but a sunny afternoon
Everybody was busy in life’s boon

People were cherished and gossiping around
Like birds chirped on a calm lagoon

At once jolted shocks appeared from west
It turned rocky mountains in dusty balloon

Earth twisted so briskly in an instance
It made snowy peaks turned into maroon
 
We know sinful deeds triggered all that
Despite knowing liquor is common in saloon

Bloodshed is so usual in our surroundings
Still we cannot stand against a goon

Think how suffered will cop up with
Cold, homelessness in just light of moon

Please beg and prostrate for mercy now
Because life’s on stake and ending soon

Poetry Corner  

27

By anonymous
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PEL Appliances
Scheme 2019  

The overall well-being of company’s employees is very vital for its 
HR Department. This builds up a sense of being “cared for” among 
the employees. PEL HR has always aimed for the overall growth of 
PEL Family. Keeping in view this aim, this year PEL HR, with 
collaboration of Credit Control and Stores AD, successfully carried 
out its discount scheme on home appliances for its employees. PEL 
HR announced an exclusive discount for its employees both on cash 
and 6 monthly installments.

A total of 2,661 units were sold out to employees on discounted 
prices on cash, whereas, 975 units were sold to employees through 6 
monthly installments. The total value of net sales through this 
scheme is 103 million rupees. In addition to this, PEL Family also 
benefitted from the bumper offer of getting a small appliance free 
for every purchase of Inverter Split AC.

The true meaning of independence is being able to express 
yourselves. Being a Pakistani, all of us are thankful to our Heroes 
in the History who turned a dream of independence into reality. 
PEL also engages its employees with such celebrations.

Independence Day
with PEL 
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This year, PEL encouraged its employees to decorate their 
respective departments with the theme of Independence 
in order to express themselves. The response from various 
departments was really overwhelming. Our PEL Family 
contributed with so much passion and enthusiasm to 
express their love and affection for Pakistan.

PEL and Pakistan will prosper side by side by producing 
individuals that care for their workplace at individual 
level and motherland at a social level.

Decorating their own respective departments 
develops a sense of taking care of their workplace. 
In the long run, this practice will create a sense of 
care for the motherland at large.



M any fresh graduates always ask about 
the one skill that can help them prosper in 
workplace setting. Some of HR Professionals will 
advise to enhance critical thinking, some of them 
will recommend teamwork and some will ask for 
leadership. But let me tell you one thing. There is 
no doubt that these skills are necessary to thrive 
but sustainability along with never-ending 
growth will only come when you become lifelong 
learner. Studies have shown that people who have 
developed growth mindset always flourish and 
take challenges as opportunities. PEL upholds this 
philosophy and conduct several programs on 
technical and soft skills. In the second half of 
2019, different programs have been arranged and 
their complete detail is given below:

Post Budget Conference 2019 conducted by ICAP and attended by 
Mr. Muhammad Waseem Mir, Mr. Umar Shahzad, Mr. Rohan Zafar 
Hashmi, Mr. Masood Tahir, Mr. Muhammad Shahzad Safder, Mr. 
Arshad Ali, Mr. Muhammad Omer Farooq and Mr. Liaquat Ali.

Designing and Executing an Assessment Centre  
conducted by PSTD and attended by Mr. Arshad Ali 
and Ms. Amna Haider.

Learning is Crucial
30

02

01

Open Enrollment
Program



Accounting for Water  conducted by Centre 
of Excellence in Responsible Business (CERB) 
and attended by Mr. Ali Mahmood, Mr. 
Muhammad Asif and Ms. Mariam Nawaz.

HR Toolkit Plan  designed and 
executed by Management House 

attended by Ms. Aliza Shabbir.

Internal Audit in Today’s Corporate 
Environment  conducted by ICAP and 
attended by Mr. Naveed Ahmed Zafar, 

Mr. Anwar-ul-Haq and Mr. Akmal 
Siddique Chaudhary.

Forensic Master Class Audit, Control 
and Investigation  designed and 
executed by Management House 

attended by Ms. Aliza Shabbir.

Neuro Leadership  conducted by 
Institute of Knowledge and 

Leadership (IKL) and attended by 
Mr. Raza Nabi.

Living with Compulsions & Choices  
conducted by Trainers Resource 

Group (TRG) attended by Ms. 
Khadija Yousaf.

Pakistan Total Remuneration 
Survey Meeting 2019  conducted by 
Abacus attended by Mr. Arshad Ali.

Product Life Cycle Assessment 
conducted by Centre of Excellence in Responsible 
Business (CERB) and attended by Mr. Ali 
Mahmood and Mr. Muhammad Shahbaz Nazar.
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Today’s consumers are digitally connected, socially 
networked and prefer to have gathered all the required 
information about the product that is to be purchased, 
before they even speak with sales person. However, an 
intelligent consumer may approach salesperson with a 
difficult question—one without an answer on website, 
white paper, and social media posts and so on. Is our 
staff adequately equipped to make that personal 
connection, provide a trustworthy experience to our 
prospective customer and tip the scale toward a win 
situation for our organization? To answer these 
questions, Marketing Private Sales and Human 
Resources Department arranged multiple sessions on 
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) to get staff’s 
hands equipped with all knowledge. More sessions will 
be arranged soon.

Another session for Sales AD Team of northern areas 
was arranged in beautiful surroundings of Nathiagali, 
KPK. Main objectives were to develop winning 
mindset, building great teams and exploring one’s self. 
Each territory has different dynamics and each team 
comes up with something unique. All team members 
participated vigorously in all activities and understood 
discernment of all concepts.

PEL Customized
Program
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SEL Business Product
Knowledge Sessions

Passion to Lead 2
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PEL in collaboration with Pakistan Society of Training and 
Development (PSTD) recently organized a highly enriching 
seminar on “Value-Driven Workplace Environment”. The 
jointly organized seminar brought together many industry 
professionals from various fields, especially from HR, legal 
and compliance backgrounds, to discuss the importance of 
organizational values and significance of having an ethical 
workplace environment. The seminar provided an excellent 
platform for the participants to have an open discussion on 
such an oft-overlooked topic with the subject experts. 
The seminar hosted many esteemed guest speakers includ-
ing, Mr. Khusrau Nadir Gillani – CEO Engro Eximp 
Agriproducts, Ms. Fatima Asad Said – Regional Director 
Abacus Consulting, Dr. Faisal Hashmi – HR Director Coca 
Cola, Mr. Asim Pasha – Head HR PSDF and Mr. Adeel 
Anwer – President Human Capital Forum. The esteemed 
experts on the subject shared their insights with the 
audience in an interactive environment where participants 
were also encouraged to share their own experiences and 
apprehensions regarding the subject.

Value-Driven
Workplace Environment



Storytelling has the power to engage, influence, teach and 
inspire listeners. Scientists have discovered that chemicals 
like serotonin, dopamine and oxytocin are released in the 
brain when we’re told a story. Why does that matter? If 
we are trying to make a point stick, serotonin assists 
us in formulating memories. Dopamine, which 
helps regulate our emotional responses, keeps us 
engaged. When it comes to creating deeper 
connections with others, oxytocin is associated 
with empathy, an important element in building, 
deepening or maintaining good relationships. To 
dig this fact deep, PEL HR Department arranged a 
session where Mr. Sahil Adeem explained how 
chemicals play an important role in Mastering the Art 
of Presentation. Employees from different departments 
participated enthusiastically and learnt a lot from different 
team activities and peer to peer interaction. 

34
Mastering the Art of
Presentation



Recently a session with Mr. Sohail Fazil 
Bhatti (Manager Planning AD) was 
arranged where employees from different 
departments such as Foreign Procurement, 
Finance, Stores, Warehouse, Planning, 
Customer Services, Imports and Logistics 
and Buying attended it. The purpose of this 
session was to comprehend the importance 
of material management and inventory 
control, what difference it makes in 
organization and how it affects business. 
Managing it effectively not only saves 
company cost but also helps in reducing 
dead/slow material.

Material Management
and Inventory Control
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An organization cannot achieve sustainability if it isn’t following certain standards. At the same 
time, it is important to keep updating those standards. Considering this, PEL arranged a one and a 
half day orientation program for Board of Directors and Senior Team of Finance Department. Mr. 
Abdul Rahim Suriya facilitated whole session and delivered updated knowledge about the code of 

Corporate Governance 2019 and IFRS 9 & 15. 

Orientation Program of
Corporate Governance and

International Financial Reporting Standards



Getting a job promotion is enormous 
achievement and considered a great 
milestone in life. Recently, 18 PEL 
employees were promoted from Staff 
level (S1) to Management level (JE). PEL 
HR Department conducted a half day 
session for elevated employees to 
recognize their hard work and 
acknowledge their achievements. 
This session included detailed 
orientation to get them aligned with 
HR policies & procedures and other 
engagement activities. Employee 
toolkits including Congratulation 
Letters from Head HR was handed over 
in the session. This left an everlasting 
impact on Promotees thus boosting their 
fortitude.
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Drive Part 2

In extension of our endeavors towards the on 
boarding of employees, PEL has directed the second 
episode of DRIVE–an entire day direction session for 
area staff. The purpose to conduct this session was to 
align our area staff with organization strategies and 
methodology. It was a whole day session which 
further contained a series of small sessions, such as 
direction on PEL policies & procedures, engagement 
exercises, interaction with head office team & HOD’s 
and a thorough Factory visit. The new thing in 
DRIVE-II was an intensive visit of PEL Unit II. 
Employees from different working domain got the 
flavor of all business divisions of PEL which made 
this session more engaging and beneficial.

Getting Ahead



Other Training
Programs
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L&D Team has been arranging bite-size sessions 
on different soft skills in both factories. Following 
session on stress management, communication 
skills and goal setting have been conducted so far.

Emotional 
Significance 
of Colors

Fuel the
Ambition

Secret of
Perfect Alliance



through the Lens  
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Birthday Celebrations  
Amna Haider 

HR Business Associate

Shakeel Ahmad 
Manager Sales & Marketing 

Utilities PD 

Aamir Anwar 
Zonal Sales Manager RWP
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Unforgettable Moments 

Raja Zulfiqar Bashir Ahmad
Head of Legal & Compliance

Jalil-Ur-Rehman 
General Manager Manufacturing - Switch Gear

Team Dinner
MKT Wapda Power Division

Team Meet Up 
Credit Control Quetta 

Muhammad Shahzad Safder 
Manager Commercial
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Team Hi-Tea at Spice Bazar 

EPC Dept

Team Lunch at
Papa John Pizza 

Central Desk

Team Dinner at What'a Paratha 
TR Design

Team Breakfast in Office 
Corporate Sales Dept
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Other Happenings

Kashmir Rally 
LHR Sales Team

Service Excellence 
Training held at

Service Centre LHR

Visit of Northern Areas 
M. Yousaf - ASO PWR








